
L.T.D.M.S. is a Belgian band from Brussels and Ciney. They play noisy post-rock music. Live, the
sharp guitars are softened by the flute, melodica and Freds xylophone. The group likes to recreate
their own place on stage, by installing TV sets, projectors or filtered lights.

After a 6 track EP, they released their first album in April 2007 with the micro-label Nationale 4
Records. They toured Europe twice, once in Slovenia in 2008 and once in 2009 through France
and Italy.

In 2011, Joanne joined the band with her cello, to fill out their sound and they then recorded their
second album (« Insérer titre ») which has the particularity of having 4 sound engineers for as
many compositions. The album will be out on the 21th of April 2012 in Belgium and on 18th of may 
2012 on the german label Oxide Tones....

Pierre : guitar, voice - Marc : guitar, voice - Fred : flute, xylo, melodica, voice - Joanne : cello,
voice - Paul : bass, trumpet, voice - Gilles : drums, saxhorn baryton, voice -
Bernard : videos, sounds

Websites :
www.ltdms.be
www.myspace.com/ltdms

Contact:
Ditch: +32 485/687 744 n4booking@gmail.com

Label :
Oxide Tones : Adam : adam@oxide-tones.com
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(« Insérer titre »)

Presentation:
When designing their second album, (« Insérer titre »), the group wanted to consort with various
personalities for the recording sessions. Hence the concept : 4 sound engineers / 4 songs also
recorded in different and peculiar places.

Songs presentations:

1) La Douze
Sound engineer : Thomas Turine
Place : Outdoor in Serinchamps

L.T.D.M.S. met Thomas at occasional events organized by the artists’ group L'Ecurie. Thereafter,
opportunities came along for several members of the group to take part in some of Thomas’
projects. He has also done some live sound engineering for the band.

Thomas Turine, composer, musician and electro-acoustician, displays a singular cursus. At a
young age, he gave life to electro projects: Sitoïd and Acid Mélodies. He then joined the
psychedelic folk group Major Deluxe as a drummer. He dedicates himself to the electronic,
electro-acoustic, and concrete music or percussions for the sake of plays, or dance shows. His
work today is developing series of instrumental musical works based on plastic and musical parts.



Quite naturally, L.T.D.M.S. turned towards Thomas to obtain his signature on the album. His
choice went to "Douze", and he brought many arrangements into it. After a first test, the recording
of the piece of music was done outdoor at Serinchamps. Lastly, he remixed the whole set in a
studio in Brussels.

2) La Dix
Sound engineer : Mathieu Charray
Place : The Cidrerie of Marchin

L.T.D.M.S. has know Mathieu since a concert for Casse-Brique where they shared the scene at
the Maison Mai.
Mathieu Charray began his career as a sound engineer in the south of France with Denis Mill.
Later, he went to Brussels where he met Rudy Coclet with whom he worked in the Rising Sun
Studio. Today, he manages Sumo Studio with Julien Paschale where he records groups such as
Casse-Brique. He also regularly does live sound engineering for Konono #1, A Hawk & A Haksaw
or Hoquets.
At the genesis of the album, L.T.D.M.S. asked him to take part in the project 4 songs/4 sound
engineers, and he accepted with enthusiasm.
The recording took place at the Cidrerie of Marchin where L.T.D.M.S. had played live before and
particularly appreciates its environment and its woody acoustics. During one weekend, Mathieu
and Jean-Guy followed one another to record there. Mathieu thereafter added the tracks of the
wind instruments in the Sumo Studio where he polished the mixing.



3) La Six
Sound engineer : Jean-Guillaume Teheux
Place : The Cidrerie of Marchin

In their quest for a 4th sound engineer, L.T.D.M.S. met Jean-Gui through Mathieu.
Having always been a musician, Jean-Guillaume Teheux studied to become a sound engineer at
the IAD while already carrying out recordings and other live sound projects for local groups. He
joined the Jet Studio in Brussels where he met famous sound engineers and bands such as
Ghinzu, Aka Moon or Goose. Recently, he launched himself into the profession and shares his
time between live, studio and other eclectic musical projects.
His fresh glance convinced L.T.D.M.S. to collaborate with him on this older song.
At the Cidrerie of Marchin, he found benefit in the atmosphere of the old barn to record the piece
in a very natural manner. This recording was made in only one take, in order to recapture the live
feeling for the listener. For the mixing, he applied a minimum treatment to preserve the dynamics
of the "Six".

4) La Onze
Sound engineer : Mehdi Ayari
Place : Grande salle of the RTT

L.T.D.M.S. came across Medhi on several occasions as he did live sound engineering for the
band.



Mehdi Ayari is a big fan of buttons and the field of possibilities that they open. Among other
things, he played in Norchestra, Rotoflux Grand Unit or Piéton, and solo under the name
Saturbation and Kankindi. He lately also recorded Zoft, Catharsis & Chromastie and Les Pertes
Noires.
His approach towards live music led L.T.D.M.S. to appoint him for "Onze". In search of a place with
rough resonances for his recording, he chose the big room of the RTT and also its large stair-wells
to profit from the effect of natural reverb.
He added the last sound tracks in his home-studio where he finished the mixing.
------
Finaly the album was mastered at Ängstrom in Brussels and will be out on april, 21 2012 in
Belgium and on 18th of may 2012 on the german label Oxide Tones...



L.T.D.M.S. : (« Insérer titre ») - USB Key / Digital version - OXIDE027
1. Douze – 16' 12'' 2. Dix – 8' 48'' 3. Six – 10' 14'' 4. Onze – 14' 24''

L.T.D.M.S. : (« Insérer titre ») - Vinyl - OXIDE027
SIDE A : 1. Douze – 16' 12'' 2. Dix – 8' 48''
SIDE B : 3. Six – 10' 14'' 4. Onze – 14' 24''

All compositions L.T.D.M.S.
1. Recorded by Thomas Turine at Haversin in august 2011
2. Recorded by Mathieu Charray at the Pressoir of Marchin in april 2011
3. Recorded by Jean-Guillaume Teheux at the Pressoir of Marchin in april 2011
4. Recorded by Mehdi Ayari at Salle RTT in Brussels in october 2011
Mastered in january 2012 by Ångstrom – Brussels

L.T.D.M.S. :
Pierre : guitar, voice  Marc : guitar, voice   Fred : flute, melodica, voice
Joanne : cello, voice   Paul : bass, trumpet, voice  Gilles : drums, saxhorn
Thomas : synthesizer   Bernard : sounds   Ditch' : voice


